Mr. Marvin Durning Named As Commencement Speaker

Mr. Marvin Durning has been named Commencement Speaker. He was previously a member of the University of Washington faculty and is currently the president of the University of the Pacific in California. He is well-known for his contributions to education and his dedication to the advancement of scholarship.

Hippy Movement Is of Peace, Brotherhood, Self Expression

The Hippy movement is a social phenomenon that has gained significant attention in recent years. The movement is characterized by its focus on peace, brotherhood, and self-expression. Its members are often associated with a particular lifestyle that includes alternative music, clothing, and behaviors.

Summer Registration Set for May 15

Summer Registration will be held from May 15 to 16. Students who plan to attend should make sure to register during this time to ensure their place in the upcoming semester.
Memo to Students From Dean Caskey

FROM: MR. J. M. CASKEY-DEAN OF STUDENTS

TO: ALL STUDENTS

RE: USE OF THE LOUNGE

The intent of this communication is to help avoid loss of the privilege of using the lounge for the purpose for which it is intended. The observance of the following regulations will help to assure the best use of the lounge for the greater number of students. Those who do not wish to abide by these few rules will be denied the use of the lounge.

1. Do not move the furniture
2. Do not use the furniture in a manner that will cause damage: i.e., no feet on the furniture, no sitting on arms or backs of chairs or davenos, no sleeping on the davenos or tipping furniture off the floor.
3. Cigarette ashes and butts are to be placed in ashtrays, not on the floor.
4. No food or drink (including sack lunches) is allowed in the lounge, except when sponsored through Student Council activities.
5. Playing radios, and musical instruments and group singing are not allowed in the lounge, except when sponsored through Student Council activities.
6. Waste baskets should be used for all refuse.
7. Lamps are not to be unplugged or moved.
8. Lamp shades and bulbs are to be replaced in an attractive and functional manner when damaged.
9. Loud talk and boisterous action should be avoided since it is not conducive to the relaxing atmosphere that should prevail in the lounge.

Sincerely,

David Y. W-

Dean of Students

Highline College
Thunder-Word
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Joins Faculty at Highline College

by Kathy Woodhouse

Mr. John Pierce, an expert in Far Eastern history and geography, has joined the faculty of Highline College as a member of the Division of English and Social Studies.

Pierce, who is presently living in the Seattle area, has taught at various universities and colleges in the United States and abroad. He is a former Lecturer in Far Eastern History and Socio-Political Science at the University of Hawaii, and he has also taught at the University of California at Los Angeles and the University of Washington.

Pierce received his bachelor's and master's degrees from Stanford University and his doctorate from the University of Chicago. He has published several books on Far Eastern history and politics, and his research has been widely recognized.

At Highline, Pierce will be teaching courses in Far Eastern history and politics, as well as courses in the history of the Far East. He will also be available for consultation on research projects and for general discussions on Far Eastern topics.

Pierce hopes to publish a new book on the history of Japan in the near future. He is currently working on a study of the political and social changes that have occurred in Japan since World War II.

Dr. Shirley Gordon, Dean of Instruction, said, "Mr. Pierce is an excellent addition to our faculty. We are fortunate to have such a knowledgeable and experienced scholar on our staff."

Pierce said, "I am excited about teaching at Highline College. The students here are enthusiastic and eager to learn. I look forward to working with them and helping them to understand the complex and fascinating world of Far Eastern history and politics."
Drama, Art Departments Combine

Spring Play Rehearsals hectic as Opening Night fast approaches

The Drama Department is hard at work in preparation for the Spring Play, which opens May 25. Rehearsals are hectic as the cast makes final adjustments to their performances. Many events are scheduled for the evening, with music and dance interwoven into the production. All are invited to attend this exciting event.

Headquarters for College Fashions

• Swimwear (Sea Weeds)
• Cotton Knits
• Bold Sportswear

Our store is located in the middle of campus. Come in early and get a great deal! We have a variety of items for all occasions. Remember, it's "You" for Spring Fashions.

STUDENT DISCOUNT
FORMAL WEAR RENTALS

Fit Unconditionally Guaranteed

Open Any Evening by Calling CH 3-2823

You Owe It To Yourself
To See Us

Highline Tailors

697 S.W. 152nd
CH 3-4613

Spring Arts Festival Calendar

Wednesday

12:00 Lecture Hall
May 25

7:30 Lecture Hall
CH 3-2823

You're Invited

Student Productions

Friday

12:00 Lecture Hall
May 26

7:30 Lecture Hall

Saturday

12:00 Lecture Hall
May 27

7:00 Lecture Hall

Sunday

12:00 Lecture Hall
May 28

7:00 Lecture Hall

Jazz Mass for Music Program

The American Jazz Mass will be performed by the College's own jazz ensemble. The program will feature student musicians performing contemporary music. The event will be held in the lecture hall on May 26 at 7:30 PM.
Wilson's Reviews
By Tony Wilson

Poetry readings in the cellar with the Cellar Jr. Poetry Club. Lawrence Ferlinghetti reading, including his own works. "The Book of Thorns," a collection of his poems. Side 2: Kenneth Rexroth reading "Thou Shalt Not Kill." Side 1: Lawrence Ferlinghetti reading "Autobiography and other works." These readings, while perhaps not central to the literature of the San Francisco Renaissance or Beat Generation writing, nevertheless offer important insights into Beat literature. Kerouac and Ginsberg were both there, and the 1950s was a time of great change and innovation in literature.

Rexroth, who comes from an older Bohemian tradition, and these readings, while perhaps not central to the literature of the San Francisco Renaissance or Beat Generation writing, nevertheless offer important insights into Beat literature. Kerouac and Ginsberg were both there, and the 1950s was a time of great change and innovation in literature.

The tape may be heard in the library listening lab.


The play hints that MacBird may have had a hand in the assassination of the president and thereby becomes president himself.

"The rebirth of wonder," Garson, Barbara.


There may be heard in the library listening lab.

The Vietnam Reader: Articles and Documents on American Foreign Policy and the Vietnam War. New York, Random House. 1965. 95
to the public.

Some of our firms:

Seattle Food and Fun Club
Fun Club
Seattle, Wa. 98111

This edition will be on sale, according to the art editor, Chris Ikhrin, "and will bind together eighty pages of Highline," an "artistic" literary magazine. The HC Students Awaiting Arrival of Semestriel "Arrival of the Student Movement" on campus, and the National Liberation Front in Vietnam. The Student Movement and the National Liberation Front in Vietnam.

The tape may be heard in the library listening lab.
Intramurals Begin Tennis Tourney

by Ron Lobe

The second phase of the intramural tennis season began this week in the main gymnasium with the Oregon State University Recreation Department. The tourney, which is a part of the OSU intramural sports program, is open to all students and faculty members.

Several teams from various colleges and universities participated in the tournament, which was held over the weekend. The tournament was divided into two divisions: the Men's Division and the Women's Division. Each division was divided into two brackets: the first division and the second division. The first division included the top four teams, while the second division included the bottom four teams.

The Men's Division was won by the Oregon State University team, which scored a total of 10 points. The Women's Division was won by the University of Oregon team, which scored a total of 8 points.

The tournament was held from Friday, September 11, to Sunday, September 13, at the Oregon State University gymnasium. The tourney was open to all students and faculty members, and they could participate in the tournament by registering at the Oregon State University Recreation Department office.

The intramural tennis season is sponsored by the Oregon State University Recreation Department, which is located in the main gymnasium. The department offers a wide range of intramural and extramural sports programs, including tennis, volleyball, basketball, and soccer.

The Oregon State University Recreation Department is committed to providing a safe and enjoyable environment for all students and faculty members. The department is dedicated to promoting physical fitness, health, and wellness through organized and recreational sports programs. The department offers a variety of programs that cater to different age groups and skill levels, and it is open to all students and faculty members.
The honors program of physical education and so requires the educational facilities and fields of study that lie in his areas of interest. Once the school has been accepted for its sake by the prospective athlete, the differences among athletic departments lie. All schools that usually accompanies the student. While the two year school four year schools use to acquire personnel, they can offer education at a reasonable rate, often less than at the private school with a large scholarship.

Golf and Country Club course, Playing on the Yakima Elks Back clubs do their utmost to see that winning is a standard part of the teams entered a match, the same with the number twos. T-bird teams who have worn the green and white in the past have awarded for beating an opponent: the same after the last contest holding the only contest, Joel Harvey, so far this week. It only stands to reason that a coach should want the best talent to get an athlete to come to your institution you must convince their eighth victory in as many wins, 1 loss with 4-3 victories.

The golf team of Highline College's letterman club-meet on Saturday, May 13 and will continue until today and will be sidelined for the other side of the leader. The Thunderbirds crushed the May Day meet was played at the Evergreen. 6-3 and Steve Skeels defeat. 6-1, 7-5.

Tugnetti, 6-4, 6-3.

Steve Skipworth, 76; Gary Schoepfach, 76; Ward Mann, Mike Mackett, 64, 6-3.

Gary Cid-Deal, 6-1, 7-5.

Ed Irvin beat Pat O'Neil, 6.0. Dave Erickson beat John Kosmann, 6-4, 6-3.

Hoffman, 7-0.

Ed Win lost to Dave Warrington 6-4, 68.

Barry Varral of the Cards 6-4, 6-3 and Steve Skeels deal a 6-1, 7-5 setback to the No. 1 Skagit team of Varral-Skeels beat Hackett-Bristow 6-2, 7-5.

The Trailblazers' number one contest holding the only contest. Joel Harvey, so far this week. The May .Day meet saw none of the other doubles matches. Terry Mar beat Bill Lattenun, 62, 63.

The May .Day meet will be played at the Evergreen. The Thundermen discussed...
As the troop headed back they were quitter, the place had "This was an especially rustic place," said Gary Shimck. The bridge had probably been there for nearly years," he added, Gary Shimck and Terry Davis are pictured above, behind, at Wallace Falls.

This was the trailhead, the weather was good and waters were high. Planned above from left to right are: Jim Babcock, Mark and Bart, Baker, Harris, and Gary. Above are Jerry Chmiel, Terry Davis, Gary Shimck, and David Himes. 

The falls getting harder and harder as we climbed," they sang.

This was an especially rustic place," said Gary Shimck. The bridge had probably been there for nearly years," he added. Gary Shimck and Terry Davis are pictured above.